Libby Gill

Executive Coach, Leadership Expert, Author
Executive coach and leadership expert, Libby works with
organizations that want to inspire purpose and ignite performance,
especially during times of change, challenge or chaos. The former
head of communications and public relations for media giants
Sony, Universal, and Turner Broadcasting, she has coached,
consulted and keynoted on three continents and in 37 states.
The award-winning author of four books including You Unstuck
and The Hope-Driven Leader, she has been featured on CNN,
NPR, the Today Show, and in BusinessWeek, Time, The New York
Times, Wall Street Journal, and many more.

LIBBY IS TRUSTED BY

Gill shows individuals and organizations worldwide how to
clarify their vision, simplify their path to success and execute
their action plan with aggressive follow-through. In her interactive presentations, she shares evidence-based leadership
research to help audiences:
• CREATE a future-focused vision of success that will
help you blast through barriers
• REFRAME change and challenge as an inspiring
opportunity for growth
• DEVELOP a generation of future leaders by linking
purpose to performance
• MASTER the language of positive leadership to build
high-passion, high-performance teams
• ENHANCE collaboration and communication to
out-innovate the competition
MOST REQUESTED TOPICS
LEADING THROUGH CHANGE:
Letting Go of Fear and Resistance
IGNITING BOLD LEADERSHIP:
Inspiring Purpose and Driving Performance
YOU UNSTUCK:
Mastering the New Rules of Risk-taking in Work and Life
LIFT AS YOU CLIMB:
The Latest on Women’s Leadership

“Are you feeding or starving HOPE in
your organization? That’s the wonderful
question that Libby Gill asks and
ANSWERS in The Hope-Driven Leader”.
- Stephen M.R. Covey, Bestselling author
“RELEVANT, real, compelling, and fun.”
- Courtney Orlowski, ADP
“UPBEAT. On-point. Relevant to our
current work environment.”
- Anna Marie Myers, Walmart
“Libby’s message of ACTION and
accountability was strong, impassioned
and clear. Her interactive presentation
struck a deep chord and set the tone for
our event.” - Monica DeTullio, Microsoft
“Our strategy session with you was a real
GAME-CHANGER. You definitely helped
us align against key priorities, and we’re
making great progress.”
– Heather Rim, Avery Dennison
“A perfect blend of CREDIBLE business
experience, fascinating life circumstance
and insight into how to reframe stagnant
perspectives and effect real change.”
– Courtney Rice, Global Pharmaceuticals
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